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“WIMP miracle” “Trouble with WIMPs”
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“WIMP miracle”                                 “Trouble with WIMPs”



Somehow resembles the “LHC tsunami” for BSM physics:The SUSY SEARCH Chart So Far… 

(From Albert De Roeck talk)



However, although a substantial annihilation rate in the early
universe is necessary to get the correct relic abundance

This does not necessarily mean that the DD cross section is
large



There are mechanisms that suppress DD cross section



There are mechanisms that suppress DD cross section

Spin-dependent DD cross section

Velocity-suppressed DD

Annihilation through funnels

Co-annihilation
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Efficient annihilation now:
Indirect (ID) DM Detection
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Efficient production
at colliders
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So, perhaps the DD tsunami is not that scary



Essentially, everything depends on the content of the blob



Obvious possibilities

DM

DM

SM

SM

Higgs-portal

Z-portal



Both are in trouble with DD

Higgs-portal



Both are in trouble with DD

Higgs-portal

Z-portal (vect. coupling)
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Figure 2. Constraints on the mass and couplings of a fermionic dark matter candidate that annihilates
through the Z. The solid black contours indicate the value of the coupling for which the thermal relic
abundance matches the measured cosmological dark matter density, ⌦�h

2 = 0.12. The shaded regions
are excluded by the measurement of the invisible Z width. The left and right frames depict the cases of
a purely vector or axial coupling between the dark matter and the Z, respectively. The vast majority of
this parameter space is excluded by the current constraints from LUX and PandaX-II [4, 5], and much
of the currently viable parameter space is expected to be probed in the near future by XENON1T [6].

Together, these constraints rule out the majority of the parameter space for fermionic
dark matter candidates that annihilate through Z exchange. After accounting for these
constraints, we find that an acceptable thermal relic abundance can be obtained only in the
near-resonance case [7–9] (m� = mZ/2) or for m� >⇠ 200 GeV with g�a � g�v, or for m� >⇠ 6
TeV. Furthermore, with the exception of m� >⇠ 500 GeV with g�a � g�v, we expect that the
remaining parameter space will be probed in the near future by direct detection experiments
such as XENON1T [6]. We point out that for fermionic dark matter heavier than several TeV,
perturbative unitarity is lost, and higher dimension operators such as those ones considered
in Ref. [10] may become relevant for the phenomenology. It is interesting to note that within
the context of the MSSM, a bino-like neutralino (with a subdominant higgsino fraction) can
possess the characteristics found within this scenario [11].

In the narrow region of viable parameter space found near the Z pole, the dark matter
in this class of models annihilates with a cross section that is chirality suppressed in the
low-velocity limit, �v / (mf/m�)2, leading such annihilations to proceed mostly to bb̄ final
states. In this mass range, the low-velocity cross section is sensitive to the value of the dark
matter’s mass, but consistently below the reach of planned indirect detection experiments
(for analytic expressions of this cross section, see the Appendix of Ref. [17]). In Fig. 3, we
plot the e↵ective low-velocity annihilation cross section (as relevant for indirect detection) for

the case of equal couplings to protons and neutrons, we have translated these results to apply to the models
at hand. It is interesting to note that a cancellation in the vector couplings of the Z to up and down quarks
leads to a suppression in the e↵ective coupling to protons. In particular, Z exchange leads to the following
ratio of cross sections with neutrons and protons: �n/�p ⇡ (2gdv + guv)

2/(2guv + gdv)
2 ⇡ 180. We also note

that since xenon contains isotopes with an odd number of neutrons (129Xe and 131Xe with abundances of
29.5% and 23.7%, respectively), this target is quite sensitive to spin-dependent WIMP-neutron scattering. To
constrain spin-dependent scattering, we converted the results of the most recent spin-independent analysis
presented by the LUX collaboration [4].

– 4 –



However, this scheme is probably oversimplified

Dark sector may contain extra stuff

There may be other mediators



E.g. for singlet-scalar 
Higgs-portal

Figure 2: Excluded regions on the parameter space of the SHP model from different exper-

imental constraints. The gray area (below the black line) is excluded since the relic density

exceeds the Planck result. The blue area (labeled Γinv
H ) is ruled out from the invisible Higgs

width. The red area (LUX) is excluded by direct DM detection limits. Yellow (dSph) and

cyan (GC) areas are excluded by indirect detection constraints on the continuum spectrum

of gamma-rays (from dwarf Spheroidal galaxies) and monochromatic gamma-ray lines (from

the Galactic Centre), respectively. The dashed green line represents the predicted reach of

the future LZ detector. The left panel includes a scale factor, ξ, in the calculations while in

the right plot it is assumed that some extra non-thermal effects amend the prediction for the

relic density, so that ξ = 1.

observed one (see, e.g., Ref. [60]). Note that, since the value of ξ has been fixed, the areas

excluded by indirect detection bounds now extend upwards.

In either case, the conclusion is that the combination of experimental constraints and the

requirement of obtaining the correct relic abundance rules out a big and interesting portion of

the viable parameter space of the Higgs portal (see Ref. [61] for a recent comprehensive study),

leaving only the white areas in Fig. 2. Interestingly, as previous analyses have shown [62–65]

there still remains a narrow window of S−masses in the Higgs-funnel region (mS ≃ mh/2)

and, besides, there is a large allowed range for higher masses, mS
>
∼ 500 GeV. Next generation

experiments such as XENON1T [66] and, especially, LZ [67] (shown explicitly) will test

completely the region of large DM masses and a large part of the narrow window at the Higgs-

resonance. In particular, LZ could exclude the Higgs-portal scenario almost completely, or,

hopefully, get a positive detection. The possibility of totally closing the Higgs-portal windows

in the near future using complementary constraints from indirect detection has been analyzed

in refs. [61, 62,64].

Various solutions have been proposed in order to avoid experimental constraints in the

SHP model. In general, in order to break the correlation between the relic abundance and
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With extended dark 
sector

λ12 =0.01 λ12 =0.1 λ12 = 1

Figure 9: Spin-independent scattering cross section of S1 with protons as a function of its mass

in the ESHP model. From left to right, we have fixed λ12 = 0.01, 0, 1, and 1, respectively.

constraints.

Since mS2
> mS1

, one can wonder whether S2 might be integrated-out. Then, one would

be left with a usual Higgs-portal scenario with just one particle, S1, plus some higher-order

operators, involving S1 and H. If this procedure is sound, these additional operators should

be “clever” enough to mimic the effects of the heavy particle, S2. Actually, the possibility

of opening the allowed parameter-space of the Higgs-portal by adding new operators in the

spirit of an effective field theory (EFT) has been considered in refs. [71,72]. In our case, the

coefficients of the EFT expansion are not completely independent, since they are determined

by the ultraviolet (UV) completion, i.e., the Lagrangian of eq.(2.2). As we are about to see,

this produces a quite special EFT, which is indeed very efficient in rescuing the excluded

regions of the usual Higgs-portal for singlet scalar DM. Without the knowledge of the UV

completion, such EFT could be seen as designed ad hoc for that purpose.

In fact, it is not always possible to mimic the effects of S2 by integrating it out in some

approximation. In particular, when mS2
≃ mS1

, such integration is not appropriate. Conse-

quently, the EFT description is not suitable to describe the regions of the parameter space

where co-annihilation effects are dominant, e.g., for λ12
<
∼ 0.1, see Figs. 7 and 8. However,

there are other regimes in which S2 is substantially (though not enormously) heavier than

S1, see for example Fig. 5 and the bottom row of Fig. 8. In those cases the EFT captures, at

least qualitatively, the relevant physics.

Once S2 is integrated out at tree-level from eq.(2.2), the relevant new terms in the effective

Lagrangian are

∆Leff(S1,H) = −
1

2

λ2
12

m2
S2

S2
1

!

|H|2 −
v2

2

"2

+ · · · . (4.5)

Of course, this operator arises from the third tree-level diagram in Fig. 3, with S2 exchanged

16

LZ LZLZ

S ! {S1, S2}
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Let us focus now on new mediators, in
particular on new gauge bosons ( Z´ ), arising
from extra U(1) factors in the symmetry group.

This case has been often considered, typically
in the context of Simplified DM models
(SDMM):

SM sector + {� , Z 0}
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DM mediator



However, SDMM are usually inconsistent, as
they do not fulfill:

Gauge invariance (which e.g. requires an extra
scalar field, S)

Anomaly cancellation (which requires to extend
the dark fermionic sector)

Kahlhoefer et al.  2016

Ellis et al.  2017

Fileviez et al.  



Two of the strongest constraints on these models come from:

DD limits

Di-lepton production at LHC



Two of the strongest constraints on these models come from:

DD limits

Di-lepton production at LHC

(greatly alleviated if the
coupling of Z’ to DM is axial)

(greatly alleviated if Z’ is
leptophobic)

See e.g. Ellis et al.  2017



Let us start by considering Leptophobia:

Y 0
Li

= Y 0
ei = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="LyzSXOAI/4KoyL7hzFyr6I9NhBc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LyzSXOAI/4KoyL7hzFyr6I9NhBc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LyzSXOAI/4KoyL7hzFyr6I9NhBc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LyzSXOAI/4KoyL7hzFyr6I9NhBc=">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</latexit>

Same       for the three generations: 

From the lepton Yukawas :

From the quark Yukawas                                        :

Note: vectorial Z’ couplings to quarks



Anomaly equations 

New symmetry group

(Previous analyses by 
Ellis et al. and Fileviez et al.)

⌘<latexit sha1_base64="oiIjix80mAMoZ1iNdsHHLx45qKc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oiIjix80mAMoZ1iNdsHHLx45qKc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oiIjix80mAMoZ1iNdsHHLx45qKc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oiIjix80mAMoZ1iNdsHHLx45qKc=">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</latexit>

U(1)B
<latexit sha1_base64="GgW2EQSYtJibBYAqd0uu4ga68Fg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GgW2EQSYtJibBYAqd0uu4ga68Fg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GgW2EQSYtJibBYAqd0uu4ga68Fg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GgW2EQSYtJibBYAqd0uu4ga68Fg=">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</latexit>



SU(2)2 ⇥ U(1)Y 0
<latexit sha1_base64="RdZ4arHJ73u42G0KlaA62+pJyAs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RdZ4arHJ73u42G0KlaA62+pJyAs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RdZ4arHJ73u42G0KlaA62+pJyAs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RdZ4arHJ73u42G0KlaA62+pJyAs=">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</latexit>

U(1)2Y ⇥ U(1)Y 0
<latexit sha1_base64="Ur1JGTmSNJGVFhbDpOvJoT12/KY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ur1JGTmSNJGVFhbDpOvJoT12/KY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ur1JGTmSNJGVFhbDpOvJoT12/KY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ur1JGTmSNJGVFhbDpOvJoT12/KY=">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</latexit>

Initially, dark sector contains a singlet fermion

Simplest choice: extra doublet

requires extra particles transforming
non-trivially under U(1)Y’

Simplest choice: extra singlet

 ⌘ ( L,  R)
<latexit sha1_base64="qY7caoKT9bjXlvDh5dvpW1L1XBM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qY7caoKT9bjXlvDh5dvpW1L1XBM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qY7caoKT9bjXlvDh5dvpW1L1XBM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qY7caoKT9bjXlvDh5dvpW1L1XBM=">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</latexit>

⌘ ⌘ (⌘L, ⌘R)
<latexit sha1_base64="/UpBtUD48VwZixHcLbUPtJ5yGEE=">AAACrnicbVFLj9MwEHbCawmvAkcuFlXUVqyqpEICDkir5cJhkZYtoVvqEDmu21jrPLCdRZWVv8cP4Ma/YZLmALs7lu1P33wzY8+klRTaBMEfx711+87dewf3vQcPHz1+Mnj67Ksua8V4xEpZqvOUai5FwSMjjOTnleI0TyVfpBcfWv/ikistyuKL2VU8zum2EBvBqAEqGfzy55gosc0MVar8iedJeEjgnHn+/BPBGHu+JSrHmjNTqsbzCW7XK7y/icWEZQKEEPVtRBrQL0eJPUlE874FvAUBhPEftbj0/GgcTpJjSB6NZ5PvM2JEzjXuWLscNb3ALpsbfIQbus8zbmFyAjU7cDZJBsNgGnSGr4OwB0PU22ky+E3WJatzXhgmqdarMKhMbKkygkkOtWrNK8ou6JavABYUnhLbrt8N9oFZ402pYBcGd+y/EZbmWu/yFJQ5NZm+6mvJm3yr2mzexlYUVW14wfaFNrXEpsTt8PBaKJiD3AGgTAl4K2YZVZQZGLEHTQivfvk6iGbTd9Pw8+vh0XHfjQP0Ar1EYxSiN+gIfUSnKELMOXTOnJVD3NBduLGb7KWu08c8R/+Zm/0FfonG5w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/UpBtUD48VwZixHcLbUPtJ5yGEE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/UpBtUD48VwZixHcLbUPtJ5yGEE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/UpBtUD48VwZixHcLbUPtJ5yGEE=">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</latexit>

requires extra particles transforming
non-trivially under SU(2).

� ⌘ (�L, �R)
<latexit sha1_base64="pa2lXGooaCUzFme1XsVY2Gssj3w=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pa2lXGooaCUzFme1XsVY2Gssj3w=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pa2lXGooaCUzFme1XsVY2Gssj3w=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pa2lXGooaCUzFme1XsVY2Gssj3w=">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</latexit>

with vanishing Y’ . � ⌘ DM
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7 Appendix: Anomaly-free completions of U(1)B

As discussed in section 2 any consistent leptophobic, flavour-blind, U(1)Y 0 group must
be equivalent to baryonic number, U(1)B, in the SM sector. Furthermore, anomaly-
cancellation requires the presence of extra particles. Then, assuming that the DM particle,
�, is a fermion with vanishing hypercharge, the minimal content of the dark sector contains
an additional doublet,  and an additional singlet, ⌘:

minimal dark sector : {�L,R,  L,R, ⌘L,R}, (7.1)

In this appendix we fully classify the possible assignments of Y, Y 0 to these fields,
consistent with anomaly-cancellation, paying special attention to the axial cases. Notice
that the requirement of non-fractional electric charges implies Y = m+ 1/2, Y⌘ = n, with
m,n integers, a condition that we will assume in what follows.

A useful observation is that the anomaly-cancelation conditions, listed in the equations
(2.5-2.11), are invariant under the three independent transformations:

Y ,⌘ ! �Y ,⌘ (7.2)

Y 0
( ,⌘)L

$ �Y 0
( ,⌘)R

(7.3)

Y 0
�L

$ �Y 0
�R

(7.4)

Hence, in general the solutions to the anomaly-cancellation conditions come in sets of 8
possibilities related by these transformations.

7.1 Classification of solutions

In this subsection will derive the possible values of the extra hypercharges (Y 0) of the fields
in the dark sector (7.1) for any choice of Y , Y⌘.
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to avoid fractional electric charges

extreme pressure from DD bounds as it has been shown for instance in Ref. [8, 11]. On
the other hand, if the Z 0 coupling to DM is axial, then the effective DD operator is both
spin-dependent and velocity-suppressed, so the model is safe from DD bounds. We will
come back to this point in Sec. 4. Next, we examine further conditions imposed by the
requirement of leptophobia.

Since U(1)Y 0 ⌘ U(1)B for the SM fields, there are two anomalies which are not vanishing
just within the SM sector, and thus require extra staff: SU(2)

2

L⇥U(1)Y 0 and U(1)

2

Y ⇥U(1)Y 0 .
The first one requires the presence of non-trivial representations under SU(2)L. Since by
assumption, the DM particle, �, is a SM singlet, the most economical extension is to add
two SU(2)L doublets,  L, R (the need of at least two of such doublets is obliged e.g. by the
cancellation of Witten’s SU(2) global anomaly). The cancellation of the anomaly requires

SU(2)

2

L ⇥ U(1)Y 0
anomaly �! Y 0

 L
� Y 0

 R
= �3. (2.3)

Then, it is straightforward to check that the cancellation of the U(1)

2

Y ⇥ U(1)Y 0 anomaly
demands extra particles. Otherwise, such cancellation would require1 Y 2

 L
Y 0
 L

� Y 2

 R
Y 0
 R

=

3/4. In addition, the vanishing of the U(1)

3

Y anomaly would impose Y L = Y R . These two
conditions, together with Eq. (2.3), lead to Y 2

 L
= �1/4, with no solution. In consequence,

we need to add at least one extra singlet, ⌘, to the dark sector. In other words, the minimal
dark sector for a leptophobic Z 0 is:

minimal dark sector : {�L,R,  L,R, ⌘L,R}, (2.4)

where � is a SM singlet (and the DM particle),  is a SU(2)L doublet (and color singlet),
and ⌘ is SU(2)L and color singlet.

Next, we re-examine the conditions imposed on the charges of the dark sector by the
cancellation of the various anomalies:

SU(2)

2

L ⇥ U(1)Y 0
anomaly �! Y 0

 R
= 3 + Y 0

 L
, (2.5)

SU(2)

2

L ⇥ U(1)Y anomaly �! Y L = Y R⌘ Y , (2.6)

U(1)

3

Y and U(1)Y anomalies �! Y⌘L = Y⌘R⌘ Y⌘, (2.7)

U(1)

2

Y ⇥ U(1)Y 0
anomaly �! Y 2

⌘ (Y
0
⌘L

� Y 0
⌘R
) =

3

2

+ 6Y 2

 , (2.8)

U(1)

2

Y 0 ⇥ U(1)Y anomaly �! 2Y (Y
0
 L

2 � Y 0
 R

2

) = �Y⌘(Y
0
⌘L

2 � Y 0
⌘R

2

), (2.9)

U(1)Y 0
anomaly �! (Y 0

�L
+ Y 0

⌘L
)� (Y 0

�R
+ Y 0

⌘R
) = 6, (2.10)

U(1)

3

Y 0 anomaly �! (Y 0
�L

3

+ Y 0
⌘L

3

+ 2Y 0
 L

3

)� (Y 0
�R

3

+ Y 0
⌘R

3

+ 2Y 0
 R

3

) = 0. (2.11)

1
We use a normalization of the hypercharge, so that it coincides with the electric charge for

SU(2)L�singlets.
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In addition, one extra scalar, , is required to break U(1)Y’
and give mass to the dark fermions

S
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Minimal dark sector:



We have completely classified the anomaly-free
leptophobic solutions ( U(1)B extensions) with
minimal dark sector.
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For any choice of there is a continuum
of possible choices of the other Y’ charges
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7 Appendix: Anomaly-free completions of U(1)B

As discussed in section 2 any consistent leptophobic, flavour-blind, U(1)Y 0 group must
be equivalent to baryonic number, U(1)B, in the SM sector. Furthermore, anomaly-
cancellation requires the presence of extra particles. Then, assuming that the DM particle,
�, is a fermion with vanishing hypercharge, the minimal content of the dark sector contains
an additional doublet,  and an additional singlet, ⌘:

minimal dark sector : {�L,R,  L,R, ⌘L,R}, (7.1)

In this appendix we fully classify the possible assignments of Y, Y 0 to these fields,
consistent with anomaly-cancellation, paying special attention to the axial cases. Notice
that the requirement of non-fractional electric charges implies Y = m+ 1/2, Y⌘ = n, with
m,n integers, a condition that we will assume in what follows.

A useful observation is that the anomaly-cancelation conditions, listed in the equations
(2.5-2.11), are invariant under the three independent transformations:

Y ,⌘ ! �Y ,⌘ (7.2)

Y 0
( ,⌘)L

$ �Y 0
( ,⌘)R

(7.3)

Y 0
�L

$ �Y 0
�R

(7.4)

Hence, in general the solutions to the anomaly-cancellation conditions come in sets of 8
possibilities related by these transformations.

7.1 Classification of solutions

In this subsection will derive the possible values of the extra hypercharges (Y 0) of the fields
in the dark sector (7.1) for any choice of Y , Y⌘.
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Requiring, in addition, that the coupling of Z’ to DM is
Axial, i.e.

There are still infinite solutions. However, only in two
of them the Y’ charges are rational:

Eqs. (2.5-2.10) can be solved analytically in a straightforward way, leaving {Y , Y⌘, Y 0
 L

, Y 0
�L

}
as the remaining unknowns. We scan the latter imposing some conditions to avoid pre-
posterous numbers: Y 0

 L
, Y 0

�L
are taken as a/b and c/d respectively, with a, b, c, d integer

numbers between �10 and 10. Furthermore, Y , Y⌘ are chosen so that the corresponding
electric charges are integer, to avoid cosmological disasters. This requires them to be n+1/2

and m respectively, with m,n integers. In addition we demand the electric charge to be
|Q

el

|  5. Then, for each choice of these parameters, Eq. (2.11) is probed.
In this way we obtain 458 leptophobic solutions to Eqs. (2.5-2.11) with minimal dark

sector. This includes a subset of four solutions for which the coupling of the Z 0 to the DM
particle, �, is of axial type:

{Y , Y⌘} =

⇢
±1

2

,±1

�
,

⇢
±7

2

,±5

�
,

�
Y 0
 L

, Y 0
 R

, Y 0
⌘L
, Y 0

⌘R
, Y 0

�L
, Y 0

�R

 
=

⇢
�3

2

,
3

2

,
3

2

,�3

2

,
3

2

,�3

2

�
. (2.12)

In addition, recall that all quarks have Y 0
= 1/3, i.e. their baryon number.

3 Anomaly-free leptophobic Z 0
, with axial coupling to DM

As mentioned in the previous section, the requirement of axial coupling of the Z 0 mediator
to DM has been advocated to diminish the pressure of DD bounds on the viability of the
scenario. For example, in Ref. [6], a Z 0 with axial couplings to both the SM fields and
the DM particle, was considered. In this way the Z 0�mediation leads to spin-dependent
effective operators for DD, which are much less constrained. However, we see that if the
Z 0 is leptophobic (which is desirable), then the coupling to the SM fields is vectorial, since
U(1)Y 0 is equivalent to baryonic number in the observable sector. Hence a leptophobic Z 0

with axial DM coupling leads to effective operators

q̄�µq �̄�
5

�µ�, (3.1)

where q is a generic quark. Such operators induce DD interactions that are not only
spin-dependent, but also velocity-suppressed. Consequently DD virtually does not impose
constraints on a generic leptophobic Z 0, axially coupled to DM. These are of course good
news for this kind of scenario.

An interesting fact is that, assuming minimal DM sector, a leptophobic, DM-axial Z 0

has completely determined Y 0 charges for both SM and dark fields, as shown in Eq. (2.12).
This means that a usual parameter in SDMM, namely the relative strength of the SM and
the DM Z 0�couplings, is not free anymore. Consequently, a future detection of the Z 0

mediator at the LHC would also test this scenario. To be more precise, the absolute value
of the charge of the DM particle, �, is 4.5 times larger than that of quarks. Actually, this
goes in the right direction to explain why such Z 0 has not been discovered yet (if it exists,

– 4 –

Y 0
�L

= �Y 0
�R
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Requiring, in addition, that the coupling of Z’ to DM is
Axial, i.e.

Minimal dark scalar-sector

There are still infinite solutions. However, only in two
of them the Y’ charges are rational:

Eqs. (2.5-2.10) can be solved analytically in a straightforward way, leaving {Y , Y⌘, Y 0
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, Y 0
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}
as the remaining unknowns. We scan the latter imposing some conditions to avoid pre-
posterous numbers: Y 0

 L
, Y 0

�L
are taken as a/b and c/d respectively, with a, b, c, d integer

numbers between �10 and 10. Furthermore, Y , Y⌘ are chosen so that the corresponding
electric charges are integer, to avoid cosmological disasters. This requires them to be n+1/2

and m respectively, with m,n integers. In addition we demand the electric charge to be
|Q

el

|  5. Then, for each choice of these parameters, Eq. (2.11) is probed.
In this way we obtain 458 leptophobic solutions to Eqs. (2.5-2.11) with minimal dark

sector. This includes a subset of four solutions for which the coupling of the Z 0 to the DM
particle, �, is of axial type:
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In addition, recall that all quarks have Y 0
= 1/3, i.e. their baryon number.

3 Anomaly-free leptophobic Z 0
, with axial coupling to DM

As mentioned in the previous section, the requirement of axial coupling of the Z 0 mediator
to DM has been advocated to diminish the pressure of DD bounds on the viability of the
scenario. For example, in Ref. [6], a Z 0 with axial couplings to both the SM fields and
the DM particle, was considered. In this way the Z 0�mediation leads to spin-dependent
effective operators for DD, which are much less constrained. However, we see that if the
Z 0 is leptophobic (which is desirable), then the coupling to the SM fields is vectorial, since
U(1)Y 0 is equivalent to baryonic number in the observable sector. Hence a leptophobic Z 0

with axial DM coupling leads to effective operators

q̄�µq �̄�
5

�µ�, (3.1)

where q is a generic quark. Such operators induce DD interactions that are not only
spin-dependent, but also velocity-suppressed. Consequently DD virtually does not impose
constraints on a generic leptophobic Z 0, axially coupled to DM. These are of course good
news for this kind of scenario.

An interesting fact is that, assuming minimal DM sector, a leptophobic, DM-axial Z 0

has completely determined Y 0 charges for both SM and dark fields, as shown in Eq. (2.12).
This means that a usual parameter in SDMM, namely the relative strength of the SM and
the DM Z 0�couplings, is not free anymore. Consequently, a future detection of the Z 0

mediator at the LHC would also test this scenario. To be more precise, the absolute value
of the charge of the DM particle, �, is 4.5 times larger than that of quarks. Actually, this
goes in the right direction to explain why such Z 0 has not been discovered yet (if it exists,
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Note: vectorial Z’ couplings to 
quarks & axial coupling to DM

DD effective operator is spin-
dependent and velocity-
suppressed

Y 0
�L

= �Y 0
�R
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Fermionic content

+ 1 complex scalar

which takes a VEV , giving mass to the new boson Z’ and 
the dark fermions

The model was already written down
explicitly by Fileviez et al.    2014

SU(2) Y Y’

Minimal (leptophobic & axial) model



Lagrangian

L = Lkin + Lfer + Lscal
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Lagrangian

L = Lkin + Lfer + Lscal
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not-too-heavy one, in order to show its impact on the DM physics and phenomenological
prospects.

Hence, after integration of the extra dark fermions, we end up with an effective theory
where the the dark sector contains just the DM field, �, besides the scalar s and the Z 0

mediator. In addition there is an effective Dim-5 operator, ⇠ |H|2�̄L�R, which arises upon
the integration of  field. Thus, the relevant DM Lagrangian of the effective theory reads

LDM

e↵

= L
kin

� ���̄R�LS +

1

⇤

�̄R�L|H|2 + · · ·+ (h.c.), (3.6)

where it is understood that L
kin

contains the gauge interactions with the Z 0 and

1

⇤

=

y
2

y
4

m 
. (3.7)

Note that this operator is exactly the one of a fermionic singlet Higgs-portal. Therefore, a
Z 0�framework naturally leads to a Higgs-portal, thus representing an interesting UV com-
pletion of it. Nevertheless this “Higgs-portal" operator is not going to play any relevant role
in the DM phenomenology. The reason is that if the effective coupling 1/⇤ is large enough
to contribute to the DM annihilation in the early universe, then the strong constraints from
direct (and indirect) detection rule out the scenario in most of the parameter space (except
very close to the Higgs-funnel, m� ' mh/2). This will be discussed below. Consequently,
we will assume in (most of) the following that 1/⇤ is small enough to be neglected.

In this regime, the model is thus described by three parameters: the U(1)Y 0 gauge
coupling2, gB; the Z 0�mass, mZ0 (or, equivalently, hSi); and the dark matter mass, m� '
��hSi. In the case of a not-too-heavy s�field, there is one extra relevant parameter, ms

(the coupling of s to ��, ��, is determined by the value of m�). This is to be compared
with ordinary SDMM, where there are four parameters, since the gauge coupling of the Z 0

to quarks (gq) and to DM (g
DM

) are taken as independent parameters. As explained above,
in our scenario, the cancellation of anomalies fixes the ratio between them: g

DM

/gq = 4.5.
Still, we will see that the model is perfectly viable and quite predictive.

4 Phenomenology of the Model

4.1 Kinetic mixing

As it is well known, the presence of more than one U(1) factor in the gauge group leads to
the possibility of kinetic terms which mix the corresponding gauge fields. In our case, such
kinetic-mixing term takes the form

L
kin

� �1

2

✏ F Y
µ⌫ F Y 0µ⌫ . (4.1)

2
The notation gB stems from the equivalence of U(1)Y 0

and U(1)B for the SM fields.
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Even if initially (at some scale Λ′), it is radiatively
generated:

B B’
q

q
_

where F Y (Y 0
) is the field-strength tensor of the U(1)Y (Y 0

)

gauge factor.
It is reasonable to assume that ✏ = 0 at some unknown high-energy scale, ⇤0, above

which the theory enters a different ultraviolet regime. Still, since quarks couple to both U(1)

gauge bosons, quark loops generate a non-vanishing value of ✏ at lower energies, µ = mZ0

[14]

✏ =
egq

2⇡2 cos ✓W
log

⇤

0

µ
' 0.02 gq log

⇤

0

µ
, (4.2)

where gq = gY 0/3. Note that this result is completely general for any leptophobic model
since, as commented in Sec. 2, leptophobia implies that U(1)Y 0 is equivalent to baryon
number for the SM fields. In addition to quarks, there are loops involving the ⌘,  fields,
which are also charged under both U(1)s. However, the fact that their coupling to U(1)Y

(U(1)Y 0) are vectorial (axial) makes their contributions to ✏ to cancel. In consequence,
Eq.(4.2) holds. The previous mixing leads to relevant phenomenological constraints, e.g.
from electroweak (EW) observables and di-lepton production at the LHC, which will be
discussed in Sec. 5.

In order to prepare the model for the phenomenological analysis, one has to properly
normalize and diagonalize the gauge kinetic terms. We have followed here the analysis of
Refs. [8, 15]. To summarize, after appropriate redefinition of the U(1)Y 0 gauge boson, the
kinetic terms get diagonal and normalized, while the covariant derivative takes the form

Dµ = @µ + igsT
aGa

µ + igtaW a
µ + ig0Y Bµ + i(g̃Y + gBY

0
)B0

µ. (4.3)

where Gµ,Wµ, Bµ are the ordinary gauge bosons of SU(3)c ⇥ SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y ; B0
µ is the

gauge boson of U(1)Y 0 (with a small admixture of Bµ) and

g̃ =

✏p
1� ✏2

g0 ' ✏g0. (4.4)

The final physical fields, Aµ, Zµ, Z
0
µ, are obtained upon diagonalization of the gauge-boson

mass matrix:
0

B@
Bµ

W 3

µ

B0
µ

1

CA =

0

B@
cos ✓w � sin ✓w cos ✓0 sin ✓w sin ✓0

sin ✓w cos ✓w cos ✓0 � cos ✓w sin ✓0

0 sin ✓0 cos ✓0

1

CA

0

B@
Aµ

Zµ

Z 0
µ

1

CA , (4.5)

where ✓w is the weak angle and ✓0 is the mixing between the Z and Z 0 fields, given by3

✓0 ' ✏ sin ✓w
m2

Z

m2

Z0 �m2

Z

. (4.6)

All these relations will be applied below.
3
Eq. (4.6) is accurate enough for small ✏; the complete expression can be found e.g. in ref.[15], Eq. (44).
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✏ = 0
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has important phenomenological implications:

And di-lepton production at LHC 
(since it enables                )

Z and Z’mix with

This induces corrections to S and T parameters (EWPO)

where F Y (Y 0
) is the field-strength tensor of the U(1)Y (Y 0

)

gauge factor.
It is reasonable to assume that ✏ = 0 at some unknown high-energy scale, ⇤0, above

which the theory enters a different ultraviolet regime. Still, since quarks couple to both U(1)

gauge bosons, quark loops generate a non-vanishing value of ✏ at lower energies, µ = mZ0

[14]

✏ =
egq

2⇡2 cos ✓W
log

⇤

0

µ
' 0.02 gq log

⇤

0

µ
, (4.2)

where gq = gY 0/3. Note that this result is completely general for any leptophobic model
since, as commented in Sec. 2, leptophobia implies that U(1)Y 0 is equivalent to baryon
number for the SM fields. In addition to quarks, there are loops involving the ⌘,  fields,
which are also charged under both U(1)s. However, the fact that their coupling to U(1)Y

(U(1)Y 0) are vectorial (axial) makes their contributions to ✏ to cancel. In consequence,
Eq.(4.2) holds. The previous mixing leads to relevant phenomenological constraints, e.g.
from electroweak (EW) observables and di-lepton production at the LHC, which will be
discussed in Sec. 5.

In order to prepare the model for the phenomenological analysis, one has to properly
normalize and diagonalize the gauge kinetic terms. We have followed here the analysis of
Refs. [8, 15]. To summarize, after appropriate redefinition of the U(1)Y 0 gauge boson, the
kinetic terms get diagonal and normalized, while the covariant derivative takes the form
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aGa
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0
)B0

µ. (4.3)

where Gµ,Wµ, Bµ are the ordinary gauge bosons of SU(3)c ⇥ SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y ; B0
µ is the

gauge boson of U(1)Y 0 (with a small admixture of Bµ) and
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The final physical fields, Aµ, Zµ, Z
0
µ, are obtained upon diagonalization of the gauge-boson

mass matrix:
0
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W 3
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CA , (4.5)

where ✓w is the weak angle and ✓0 is the mixing between the Z and Z 0 fields, given by3

✓0 ' ✏ sin ✓w
m2

Z

m2

Z0 �m2

Z

. (4.6)

All these relations will be applied below.
3
Eq. (4.6) is accurate enough for small ✏; the complete expression can be found e.g. in ref.[15], Eq. (44).
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of course): the smaller the couplings to the quarks, the more suppressed the Z 0 production
at the LHC.

Another relevant point has to do with baryon number violation. Since the SM bary-
onic number is being promoted to an anomaly-free gauge symmetry, which is spontaneously
broken (so that the Z 0 is massive), one should be concerned by baryon-number-violation
constraints. The most important of those are proton decay and neutron-antineutron os-
cillations. Proton decay cannot take place in this context since it needs lepton-number
violation as well. On the other hand, neutron-antineutron oscillations represent a violation
of baryon number in two units. However, from Eq.(2.12), it is clear that the scalar field
breaking U(1)Y 0 , say S, must have Y 0

S = ±3, in order to trigger masses for the dark fields.
Consequently, it is not possible to build an effective operator able to mediate neutron-
antineutron oscillations. Incidentally, this argument also applies to proton decay, which
needs �B = �1.

In order to explore further the phenomenology of leptophobic, DM-axial, Z 0s, we will
focus on one of the four models of Eq. (2.12), namely the one where the dark sector contains
the following SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y ⇥ U(1)Y 0 (fermionic) representations:

�L ( 1, 0,
3

2

),

�R ( 1, 0, �3

2

),

 L ( 2, �1

2

, �3

2

),

 R ( 2, �1

2

,
3

2

),

⌘L ( 1, �1,
3

2

),

⌘R ( 1, �1, �3

2

). (3.2)

In addition, the dark sector contains a complex scalar, S, with quantum numbers

S ( 1, 0, �3 ). (3.3)

All the previous fields are color singlets. In the SM sector, only the quarks have non-
vanishing Y 0 charge: Y 0

= 1/3. The model defined in Eq. (3.2) belongs to a class of
leptophobic models formulated in Ref. [7], from which we have borrowed the notation.
However, the model was not analyzed by the authors.

With the previous spectrum, the most general fermionic Lagrangian involving fields of
the dark sector reads

L
fer

� L
kin

� y
1

¯ LH⌘R � y
2

¯ L
¯H�R � y

3

¯ RH⌘L � y
4

¯ R
¯H�L

� � ¯ L RS � �⌘⌘̄R⌘LS � ���̄R�LS � �L�L�LS � �R�R�RS
†

+ (h.c.). (3.4)
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The extra fermionic fields, +, ,, can have an interesting phenomenology
in colliders and a relevant role in the thermal production of DM (e.g.
through co-annihilation effects)

For the moment we are interested in the simplest scenario, so we will
assume their masses are large enough to integrate them out.
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not-too-heavy one, in order to show its impact on the DM physics and phenomenological
prospects.

Hence, after integration of the extra dark fermions, we end up with an effective theory
where the the dark sector contains just the DM field, �, besides the scalar s and the Z 0

mediator. In addition there is an effective Dim-5 operator, ⇠ |H|2�̄L�R, which arises upon
the integration of  field. Thus, the relevant DM Lagrangian of the effective theory reads
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Note that this operator is exactly the one of a fermionic singlet Higgs-portal. Therefore, a
Z 0�framework naturally leads to a Higgs-portal, thus representing an interesting UV com-
pletion of it. Nevertheless this “Higgs-portal" operator is not going to play any relevant role
in the DM phenomenology. The reason is that if the effective coupling 1/⇤ is large enough
to contribute to the DM annihilation in the early universe, then the strong constraints from
direct (and indirect) detection rule out the scenario in most of the parameter space (except
very close to the Higgs-funnel, m� ' mh/2). This will be discussed below. Consequently,
we will assume in (most of) the following that 1/⇤ is small enough to be neglected.

In this regime, the model is thus described by three parameters: the U(1)Y 0 gauge
coupling2, gB; the Z 0�mass, mZ0 (or, equivalently, hSi); and the dark matter mass, m� '
��hSi. In the case of a not-too-heavy s�field, there is one extra relevant parameter, ms

(the coupling of s to ��, ��, is determined by the value of m�). This is to be compared
with ordinary SDMM, where there are four parameters, since the gauge coupling of the Z 0

to quarks (gq) and to DM (g
DM

) are taken as independent parameters. As explained above,
in our scenario, the cancellation of anomalies fixes the ratio between them: g

DM

/gq = 4.5.
Still, we will see that the model is perfectly viable and quite predictive.

4 Phenomenology of the Model

4.1 Kinetic mixing

As it is well known, the presence of more than one U(1) factor in the gauge group leads to
the possibility of kinetic terms which mix the corresponding gauge fields. In our case, such
kinetic-mixing term takes the form
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The notation gB stems from the equivalence of U(1)Y 0

and U(1)B for the SM fields.
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Note that this operator is exactly the one of a fermionic singlet Higgs-portal. Therefore, a
Z 0�framework naturally leads to a Higgs-portal, thus representing an interesting UV com-
pletion of it. Nevertheless this “Higgs-portal" operator is not going to play any relevant role
in the DM phenomenology. The reason is that if the effective coupling 1/⇤ is large enough
to contribute to the DM annihilation in the early universe, then the strong constraints from
direct (and indirect) detection rule out the scenario in most of the parameter space (except
very close to the Higgs-funnel, m� ' mh/2). This will be discussed below. Consequently,
we will assume in (most of) the following that 1/⇤ is small enough to be neglected.

In this regime, the model is thus described by three parameters: the U(1)Y 0 gauge
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��hSi. In the case of a not-too-heavy s�field, there is one extra relevant parameter, ms

(the coupling of s to ��, ��, is determined by the value of m�). This is to be compared
with ordinary SDMM, where there are four parameters, since the gauge coupling of the Z 0
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) are taken as independent parameters. As explained above,
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Finally
Similarly, the scalar Lagrangian involving the S field is given by

L
scal

� L
kin

�m2

S |S|2 � �2S |S|4 � �2HS |H|2|S|2. (3.5)

Defining S = hSi+ s, the three parameters of Eq. (3.5) can be traded by hSi, ms and the
mixing between the Higgs boson and the scalar singlet s. This mixing is constrained by
Higgs measurements. For the sake of simplicity, we will take �HS = 0, so that there is no
such mixing.

Notice that, even though the models in Eq. (3.2) with hypercharges Y = ±7

2

and
Y⌘ = ±5 have identical Y 0 charges than the one we are considering, with this minimal
particle content (3 fermions, the complex scalar S and the gauge boson Z 0) they cannot be
suitable DM models since the particular choice of hypercharges forbid operators coupling
different dark fermions, like the ones in the first line of the Eq. (3.4). Therefore an accidental
flavour symmetry appears and the electrically charged fermions  and ⌘, cannot decay into
the DM, becoming stable. This might be solve by enlarging the scalar sector with an extra
Higgs with YH0

= ±3

2

.

Concerning the fermionic Lagrangian (3.4), it should be noticed that the “Majorana
couplings", �L,�R, if sizable, lead to the mixing and splitting of the two lightest degrees
of freedom in the dark sector, so that the coupling of the lightest dark particle (i.e. the
dark matter) to the Z 0 would not be purely axial. This problem is avoided by noticing
that taking �L = �R = 0, leads to a global U(1) symmetry in the dark sector, under which
all the dark fermions, {�, , ⌘}, transform with the same charge. This works exactly as
a “dark leptonic number". Consequently, we will assume such global symmetry, and thus
�L = �R = 0.

The extra fermionic fields in the dark sector,  and ⌘, can have an interesting phe-
nomenology in colliders since they are charged under the SM gauge group. Furthermore,
if they are light enough, they can play a relevant role in the dark matter phenomenology,
in particular its thermal production in the early universe. E.g. if their masses are close
enough to the DM one, their presence trigger efficient co-annihilation processes with the
DM particle. However, since we are interested in exploring characteristics of the simplest
scenario, we will make the assumption that the  and ⌘ masses are large enough to integrate
these fields out.

On the other hand, the ‘dark scalar’, s, may play a relevant role in DM annihilation at
the early universe, due for instance to the s�channel process �� ! s ! Z 0Z 0. Depending
on the values of m�,ms, this diagram can be competitive with the diagram �� ! Z 0Z 0,
with � propagating in t�channel. (Both diagrams are shown in see Fig. 1 below.). Actually,
for ms ⇠ 2 m� the s�mediated annihilation becomes resonant and dominant (‘s�funnel’).
The effect of the s�field in the DM phenomenology has been discussed in Ref. [13]. Along
the paper we will consider two possibilities, namely a heavy scalar, m2

s � m2

�, and a
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Note that the DM annihilation rate (and thus
Ω:;) depends on three parameters:

4.2 Dark Matter Constraints

From the Lagrangian of the model (3.6), the thermal production of dark matter in the early
universe is controlled by the DM annihilation processes of Figs. 1, 2.

Keeping for the moment the assumption that the effective coupling, 1/⇤, in Eq.(3.6)
is small (which is perfectly reasonable), the main annihilation channels of DM come from
the first two diagrams of Fig. 1 (and the other three as well if s is light enough). Thus
the annihilation rate depends on the main three parameters of the model, {gB,mZ0 ,m�}
(plus ms if the s�field is relevant). Recall that the relative couplings of Z 0 to quarks and
DM are determined by gB, namely gq =

1

3

gB, g
DM

=

3

2

gB. Consequently, for each value
of {mZ0 ,m�,ms}, there is always a (unique) value of gB (maybe in the non-perturbative
regime) which leads to the correct relic DM density, ⌦

DM

h2 = 0.1188 [16].

Figure 1. Feynman diagrams, relevant for DM annihilation in the model.

Figure 2. Feynman diagrams arising from the effective operator (3.6), that contribute to DM
annihilation in the model.

This is illustrated in Fig. 3 in the m� � gB plane for several choices of mZ0 and two
choices of the scalar mass, ms = 15 TeV (i.e. irrelevant) and ms = 2 TeV. Interestingly, the
value of gB remains in the perturbative regime in most of the parameter space. For each
curve, the two resonances, 2m� ⇠ mZ0 ,ms, and the threshold of two Z 0s are visible,

Concerning bounds from direct and indirect detection, as mentioned in previous sec-
tions, the fact that the Z 0 couples to DM (SM quarks) in an axial (vectorial) way, implies
that the effective DD interaction is spin-dependent and velocity-suppressed [17]. Analo-
gously, indirect detection (ID) is velocity-suppressed as well [17]. Consequently, there are
virtually no bounds from DD or ID on the model (for 1/⇤ small). Actually, the most im-
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4.2 Dark Matter Constraints

From the Lagrangian of the model (3.6), the thermal production of dark matter in the early
universe is controlled by the DM annihilation processes of Figs. 1, 2.

Keeping for the moment the assumption that the effective coupling, 1/⇤, in Eq.(3.6)
is small (which is perfectly reasonable), the main annihilation channels of DM come from
the first two diagrams of Fig. 1 (and the other three as well if s is light enough). Thus
the annihilation rate depends on the main three parameters of the model, {gB,mZ0 ,m�}
(plus ms if the s�field is relevant). Recall that the relative couplings of Z 0 to quarks and
DM are determined by gB, namely gq =

1

3

gB, g
DM

=

3

2

gB. Consequently, for each value
of {mZ0 ,m�,ms}, there is always a (unique) value of gB (maybe in the non-perturbative
regime) which leads to the correct relic DM density, ⌦

DM

h2 = 0.1188 [16].

Figure 1. Feynman diagrams, relevant for DM annihilation in the model.

Figure 2. Feynman diagrams arising from the effective operator (3.6), that contribute to DM
annihilation in the model.

This is illustrated in Fig. 3 in the m� � gB plane for several choices of mZ0 and two
choices of the scalar mass, ms = 15 TeV (i.e. irrelevant) and ms = 2 TeV. Interestingly, the
value of gB remains in the perturbative regime in most of the parameter space. For each
curve, the two resonances, 2m� ⇠ mZ0 ,ms, and the threshold of two Z 0s are visible,

Concerning bounds from direct and indirect detection, as mentioned in previous sec-
tions, the fact that the Z 0 couples to DM (SM quarks) in an axial (vectorial) way, implies
that the effective DD interaction is spin-dependent and velocity-suppressed [17]. Analo-
gously, indirect detection (ID) is velocity-suppressed as well [17]. Consequently, there are
virtually no bounds from DD or ID on the model (for 1/⇤ small). Actually, the most im-
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is in the perturbative regime in most of the parameter space



Constraints

DD (spin-dependent & velocity-suppressed)
cross section is very small

ID is velocity-suppressed as well

Main constraints come from colliders and EWPO



S and T parameters

Di-lepton production at the LHC

Di-jet production

Mono-jets











Conclusions

WIMP models are still an attractive scenario for DM, 
with much space and possibilities to explore

Simplified DM models may be too simple. Typically, 
the dark sector can (must) be extended. There can be 
additional mediators.



Conclusions

Z’-portal models are in good shape if the Z’ is 
leptophobic, with axial DM couplings (evading DD).

Anomaly-cancellation requires to extend the dark 
sector, almost in a unique way (with minimal content). 
The Z’ couplings to quarks and DM become fixed.

Interesting prospects for detection at LHC


